One of the most interesting features of solvable lattice models is its connection with the braid group representations. Given a solution to the Yang-Baxter equation, it is natural to ask the questions: Which representations of the braid groups arise therefrom and which invariants of links are obtained? The aim of this paper is to study the sί(n) chiral Potts model from this point of view.
Introduction. The chiral Potts model [1-4]
is a solvable lattice model whose Boltzmann weights are parametrized by a high genus curve and satisfy the star-triangle relation. The recent works [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] clarified the place occupied by this model in the updated catalogue of solvable lattice models. Like many other models the Boltzmann weights of the chiral Potts model constitute the i?-matricesintertwiners of representations of the quantum group U g (o) . If q is a root of unity and g = s[(2) we get the chiral Potts model. In [10, 11] an sl(n) generalization of the chiral Potts model has been obtained.
One of the most interesting features of solvable lattice models is its connection with the braid group representations. Given a solution to the Yang-Baxter equation, it is natural to ask the questions: Which representations of the braid groups arise therefrom and which invariants of links are obtained? The aim of this paper is to study the sί(n) chiral Potts model from this point of view.
The trigonometric limit of the sl(2) chiral Potts model has been known by Zamolodchikov and Fateev [12] . Kobayashi et al. [13] found that the braid group representations arising from it lead to link invariants related to the Seifert matrix. Goldschmidt and Jones [17] constructed a more general class of braid group representations by joining the Burau representation of the braid groups and the metaplectic representation of the symplectic groups over a finite field. They have also studied the corresponding link invariants and found the relation to the Alexander module and the Seifert matrix. In this paper 
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we generalize this construction to incorporate the $l(n) chiral Potts models. Namely, we construct group homomorphisms from braid groups into certain finite dimensional C* algebras, and show that the braid group representations obtained from the generalized chiral Potts model fall into this class. (which we call a configuration), we construct a C* algebra sf{c) generated by unitary elements satisfying q commutation relations, i.e., the relations of type aβ = q m βa with q a primitive Nth root of unity. Then we construct a functor F from the category of uniform oriented tangles [15] to the category of vector spaces such that F{c) = s/(c). In the special case c = (1, ... , 1) this gives representations of the usual braid groups. The construction in [17] concerns this case with / = 1,2. (Reading our first draft, Jones pointed out to us that the general case can also be handled through the Burau representation and the metaplectic characters.) The trace on sf{c) enjoys the Markov property, so that we obtain invariants of uniform oriented tangles. These invariants are expressed as "Gauss sums" associated with the quadratic form P <8> B + t P ® ι B where P denotes a Seifert matrix of the link. In fact, they are invariants of the equivalence classes of Seifert matrices. For N an odd prime, they can be evaluated in terms of classical Alexander polynomials provided the above quadratic form is non-singular. (See [17] in which a detailed study is given for / = 1, 2.)
In [14] Jones proposed the problem of Yang-Baxterization-to find solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation corresponding to given braid group representations. We show that with a particular choice of B (and only in that case), the representations above can be YangBaxterized, and they are obtained from the sl(n) chiral Potts model. H. Murakami taught us that this particular choice of B is explained by the n-fold cyclic cover of S 3 \L (L : link). The intertwiner of the sί(n) chiral Potts model splits into four pieces [10, 11] (1.1) 1) [11] . Consider for simplicity the trigonometric limit. In the setting described above, the T, T and S operators give rise to elements T k (c\x) e Hom c (j/(c), stf(s k (c))) (x e C) for various configurations c. The plan of our paper is as follows. In §2 we define the algebras sf(c). In §3 we give the functors from the category of uniform oriented tangles to the category of vector spaces, and evaluate the resulting invariants. In §4 we extend a particular case of the braiding operators to the elementary operators of the sl(n) chiral Potts models and prove the Yang-Baxter equations for them in s/(c). Finally we show that the trigonometric Yang-Baxterization is possible only for this special case. Let M be a positive integer and let &M be the symmetric group of degree M, i.e., w e &M is a bijective map from {1, ... , M} to itself. We consider oriented strings. More precisely, a configuration is a map c : {1, ... , M} -> {±1}. We often write (c(l), ... , c(M)) to indicate a configuration c. We say that c is of type (M+, MJ) where M± = #{k\c(k) = ±1}, M = Λ/+ + M_ . Graphically a configuration c is a set of M strings such that the kth string (counted from 
Algebra s/(c).
Let c be a configuration of M strings. We shall define a C algebra sf{c) with a unit which we denote by 1. If M = 0 or 1, J/(C) is simply C 1. If M > 2, we take generators x£ = x%(c) of sf(c) where 1 < /: < M-1 and a e L. We impose the following relations. and sf{c) equipped with the norm \a\ = sup^d^l 1 / 2^ -α*α is not invertible} is a finite dimensional C*-algebra. We define the isomorphism p c :
where {v a } a eL signifies the standard basis of C D . Here and in what follows, whenever E^c) appears the condition t G hom(c, d), f G hom(c', c") their composition  t' o t G hom(c, c") is defined by concatenation as in Fig. 3.1 .
Elements T k (c),E k (c)
.c(k) φc(k+\) is implied. Clearly, if \k -k'\ > 1 then (3.2) T k (s k .(c))T k .(c) = T k ,{s k {c))T k {c), E k {s k ,{c))T k ,{c) = T k .(c)E k (c), [E k {c),E k ,{c)] = 0. Using Σ b q B ( a > b ) = Dδ a0 it is easy to check that (3.3a) T k (c)* = T k {c)- χ , T k (s k (c)) = T k (c), (3.3b) E k (c)* = ^(c), ^(^(c)) = E k (c),(3.3c) ^(c)^(c) = E k (c) = (3.3d) E k (c)x a k±ι (c)E k (c) = δ
Elementary tangles

Given two tangles
We shall define a functor F from &~ to the category of C vector spaces. Let σ^(c), θ^(c) be the elementary tangles shown in Fig.  3.2 . Any uniform oriented tangle can be written as a composition of them.
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The functor F is specified as follows.
(
. Here Jί{x) e End(j/) denotes the left multiplication by XGJ/. We shall verify the well-definedness of F in §3.3.
Let tr denote the usual matrix trace on End(j/) so normalized that tr(l) = 1. Note that tr(Jt(a)) = β(α) for a e stf . PROPOSITION 3.1. The following defines an invariant of oriented links:
where c is a configuration of M strings.
The proof will be given in §3.3. To prove the well-definedness of F we are to check the relations corresponding to the Reidemeister moves R1-R10 as shown in Fig.  3.3 .
The cases Rl-4 and R5 correspond to (3.2) and (3.3a) respectively. In view of (3.5), it remains to verify the following relations.
In (3.6c) d denotes the configuration such that d(k -1) = -c'(k) -c'(k+l) = c(k±l), c'(j) = c(j) {jφk-\,k,k+\).
In(3.6d) e = ±1 and c" = s k (c) if c(k) Φ c(k + 1), = s k±i s k (c)
otherwise. Our assertion follows from this.
D COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose c(k) = 1 (Vfc). ΓAe« *Ae {7^(c)} provide a homomorphism from the M string braid group into an algebra
Proof of (3.6d) can be done in a similar manner, so we omit it.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We are to verify the invariance of τ under the Markov moves, namely (Fig. 3.4) 
τ(to t') = τ(t' or), t ehom(c, d), t 1 e hom(d, c), τ(tθ^)
τ(t) y ίGhom(c,c), where c, d are configurations of M strings. The proof is straightforward. D
Link invariants and Alexander polynomials. In this section we restrict ourselves to the configurations c such that c(k) = 1 for all k.
In this case the uniform tangles are nothing but the usual braids. Let t be a braid on M strings with v crossings, and let K = v -M + 1. PROPOSITION In the sum, /* signifies the largest j such that (A: + 1, j) < (k, i). Next we draw a Seifert surface for t using Seifert's algorithm (see e.g. [16] ). Let γ^ be the cycle passing counterclockwise through (k,i) and (fc,i + l) (Fig. 3.5 Seifert matrix REMARK. Fix B. The quantity (3.7) determined by a Seifert matrix P is in fact an invariant of the equivalence classes of the Seifert matrices ( [18] , [19] ).
Let P = (Pij)ι<ij<κ denote a Seifert matrix for the closure of t. Then τ(t) is given by
Assume now that N = p is an odd prime. For k ψ 0 modp let
denote the Gauss sum. The following is well known. We define the functions σ%(a) (r 9 reC γ , aeL, ae Z/nZ) by the recurrence relations We shall write snί{d), x%{d) for J/(c), xf.{c) respectively. Let us define the action of symmetric group &M on the set of decorated configurations by Si ι ( '(s it (d)) -) forw= s^ • • s f/ .
Here if c(k) = -c{k + 1) = ±1 then
and (s k (a))(k r ) = a(k') in all other cases. Set
Consider the special case where λ t •= λ, μ, = μ and hence Uj = u, Vi = υ are independent of / (we call this the trigonometric case). Then σ^f c)r(A . +1) (α) depends only on z = u(k)υ(k + \)/u{k + l)v(k) and a, and T k (d) only on z and c. We set
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The recursion relation (4.1) simplifies to Proof. First we shall show that it is sufficient to check the following equations, 
From (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), (4.4), (4.5) and the above relations, we obtain
Therefore the proof reduces to (4.6). We are going to show that (4.6) is equivalent to ( 
we have
Then by substituting the expression (4.2) and using the definition of φrf{a), we obtain the recurrence relation (4.1). D Clearly H e ^f k+2 {d) satisfying [g^, 77] = 0 is a solution of (4.7). We must show that these are the only solutions for generic z. The coefficients of the linear equations (4.7) are polynomials in z. Therefore by the specialization argument it is sufficient to prove the assertion for H(z) e s/ k+ι [z] . Set G\z) = (1 -zg u ήx~U ι (d) .
with some integer K . From this, we obtain
Putting z = 0 we have 7/(0) G J4 +2 (^) and [7/(0) , g"i] = 0. Note that this means in particular [G\z) 9 7/(0)] = 0. Therefore we can apply the same argument to (7/(z) -H(0))/z. By repeating this, the lemma can be proved. D 
From Proposition 4.3, we have = 0 ΐor2<k<M,
From Corollary 4.5, we conclude that P k = scalar and Q£ = (scalar) x Q£. The assertion holds also for the case k = 1 since only the relations (2.2) are necessary for the proof. In the trigonometric case, comparing the determinant (in some representation) of both sides of notation of [14] ).
